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Virtual beer pong

Host a virtual beer tennis tournament: Why not? The post Malone did here, then again he also made a nirvana tribute and completely crushed him, making it seem that man is unstoppable. Anyway, here is what needs to be done to host an amazing virtual beer tennis tournament. Our father's
@theballinacup explanation is @PostMalone pic.twitter.com/X5dQArBDZm. (@justmike) March 27, 2020 Select your platform Zoom: everyone knows zoom in these days and super easy to use, only gravity is the awkward silence you have to endure every time you click the holiday meeting button (insert
an awkward smile gif) google hangouts: If you have a Gmail address and your friends also can't get much easier than that. Facebook Live: If you feel really ambitious and would like to host a live tournament for all your friends to watch this is a great opportunity. Set Up You Camera This weekend I got my
first virtual hangouts and saw friends we rarely see in happy hours. I can also confirm that virtual beer tennis is possible, you only need 4 phones and face time - one for each pair, one for each set of cups. pic.twitter.com/Uhpz8cVP6l — Alyson Shontell (@ajs) 23 March, 2020 We suggest setting your
virtual opponents cups in front of the camera and then measuring from the front of the first cup to the place where you stand (from 2 to 2.5 meters), then in this way you will clearly be able to see each other's cups and prevent the trick  Choose your poison beer: Always a popular choice, but since you
are locked, why not spice it up. Kitchen Roulet: Choose random ingredients from the kitchen and mix them together, the more nasty the better water: just kidding! No self-respected beer tennis player does thatTequila: GodSpeed, send us pictures  Place Your Bets Any good beer tennis game has a
wager attached to it, be it financial or crazy but/dare that the loser has to complete, we suggest you get creative and have some lockdown fun experimenting with some awesome consequences to lose. Some ideas on how to get started: Dump a bucket of icy water over your headShave eyebrowsPosts
their picture of a funny outfit onlineChug maple syrup bottleEtc. Summing up Beer Pong is a great way to pass the time and have fun doing it. So get your friends a virtual call, lay out the rules and let's see some balls flying, beer chugged, and some weird challenges and dare dishes from unhappy losers.
We are pleased to see the results of your SEND PICS tournament!!! Let us know how your tournament takes place in the comment below. Kat ThompsonUpdated 2020-09-09 05:38 PMEmily Carpenter/ThrillistWe can't get out with friends for chilled beer rounds or happy hours loaded with margarite
sweaters now, which is a bummer - because drinking with friends is much more fun than drinking Shuffleboard games over cold cocktails are temporarily gone, and we're not even allowed to meet kickbacks anywhere where Cup and beer tennis reigns supreme. Given the use of technology and Zoom
calls, some drinking games can still be played with almost pixels and familiar faces in the chat room. If you crave a human connection with a generously poured drink, then you have come to the right place. Here are 10 drinking games that you can play almost with friends at the next Zoom birthday party or
via iMessage. Just make sure you don't invite that one friend who keeps freezing. Never have I EverYou need to be in the same room playing Never Have I Ever (although of course it helps to make sure that you can see everyone's fingers and ensure that no one is cheating). Nevertheless, this game is
about talking through a life experience and laughing about the stupid crap we did while we were young and reckless. If you have never played before, the premise is simple: each player has up to 10 fingers. Players go around in circles and share something they've never seen before, like to say, go for a
skinny dip. Those who have gone for skinny immersion will put their finger down, take a drink, and the game continues. What is 10 fingers to go by the end of it is considered a loser (or maybe a winner for all that rich life experience?); Feel free to customize the game so that the loser takes a shot or
lowered the beer. Be prepared to learn really embarrassing things about your friends. QuiplashQuiplash is a wits battle created by Chicago-based video game developers, Jackbox Games, that's designed for a group of three to eight players. Even without alcohol, the game will lead to fits of laughter and
test your friends to see what can really be crowned as a funny one in the group. Quiplash itself is very simple and playable: all you have to do is answer prompts like the last person you want to invite to your birthday, and then go head to head with friends and vote to see whose answer is smarter or funny.
Quiplash can be purchased by Steam for $4.99 and connected to zoom account; In addition, all other needs are a phone – which acts as your widget – and an Internet connection to play. Turning it into a drinking game is easy; Losers have to take pictures when it's a tie everyone has to sip something,
and if you can't come up with an answer to the time spent you will have to chug some of your drink. The game will only get funnier and messier as time goes on. Cup PongAh, it really takes me back to college days and dorm room tiles sticky with spilled beer. Cup Pong is a game under the umbrella of
Game Pigeon - a program that allows you to play various virtual games through iMessage, including darts, basketball and swimming pool. Like beer pong, your goal is to toss little ping tennis balls into red solo cups with a small flick on your wrist; You even get the balls back if you land both into cups at
one turn. Unlike beer tennis, you don't have to be sweaty at a frat party to enjoy. Notice a friend to play and drink beer as you go to the full front You oWould you, not require any add-ons; It's a game just about working through difficult decisions. Gather your friends on Zoom or any video chat service you
use and tell them all to prepare a handful of tough questions that will ask you great internal discussions. In this version of the game, everyone shares which options they would like to choose. The losing team has to drink. Would you like to be a centaur or a mermaid? Would you like to drink a shot of soy
sauce or a shot of hot sauce? Would you like to drink alone friday night or play a brain-scratching game with your friends? Most likely toIf you've never got a high school yearbook superlative, it's not too late! Find out what your friends really think about you while playing Most likely, Basically, everyone
votes on who is most likely to be someone, i.e. most likely to be president, most likely to need help leaving the karaoke bar after one too many drinks, most likely to buy something stupidly unnecessary with their stimulus check. Whoever is voting is most likely - whether they approve or not - will be shot.
You can even repeat the karaoke fighting experience in this game after a couple of rounds. True or ShotsLet all take a trip down memory lane to high school sleepovers, where true or dare, along with MASH, were required. But instead of daring to go outside and moon your neighbors or prank to call your
crush, your escape from the debilitating truth is simply to choose a shot. Power HourIs Power Hour actual game? The only real goal is to drink something every minute for an entire hour. It can be sips of beer, shots if you're brave (though you probably want to space those every 10 minutes), or -- if you're
not particularly up to nursing a debilitating hangover the next day -- cups any soft drink you have on your hands. The best part of Power Hour is time planning with friends to drink and chat for an hour. And those sips of michelada or chilled wine are just a bonus. The wizard's staffIncluding the Power Hour,
the wizard staff is not a game that has a lot of action - no drink. This is something I play in college with my fellow dorky friends who were just as obsessed with living catan and playing nintendo 64. With the wizard's staff, your main search is to purchase, as the name suggests, the wizard employees. How
to do this? Drinking large amounts of canned beer, the empty remains of which are then stacked and tapping together. Who has the longest staff is the most powerful wizard and at the end of the night you need the largest glass of water. Drinking with friendsName means drinking with friends is a game
about, well, drinking with friends. This online board game allows you and your buddies to join virtual rooms through codes similar to the jackbox games popularized model. When, roll virtual die and make your way board with your own Hand. Each tile you descend on has different challenges or rules to
follow. The first at the finish line is the winner (or maybe the loser, depending on how many drinks were consumed throughout the game). Drink Drank Drunk Drunk Is a crowdfunding card game from Amsterdam that made its way online (available for free!) partly due to a pandemic. It's a simple and
intuitive play; Just create a virtual room with friends, draw cards, and complete the steps specified in the cards. Among the action cards are various super powers, flaws and rules that can be laid to make the game fun and drinks flowing. Sign up here for our daily thrillist email and subscribe here on our
YouTube channel to get your fix for the best food/drink/fun. Kat Thompson is a thrillist staff writer. Follow her on Twitter @katthompsonn. @katthompsonn.
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